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Well it seems that this year
spring has decided to be a little
tardy in getting here.  Luckily for
us we are all well climate adapted
to even harsher temperatures
that this past winter has brought.

A late Spring was not the only
cool thing in the past month to
blow on threw. This years federal
budget was as expected to be no
thrills and in thus regard it did
not disappoint. I however had
hoped to see more direct funding
for astronomical and related
fields of research. I had also
hoped that the Canadian Space
Agency would have had some
more mention than a footnote in
the budget, alas it did not.

Its watching (and reading)
things like the budget that
reminds me how important
organizations like the RASC are
in preventing space funding from
being forgotten altogether.
This month we are currently
working on plans for our 2013
Astronomy Day activities.  We
have two different ideas that we
are working on.

The first doing day time
activities with the Fort William
Historical Park, in a supporting
role to the programming that
FWHP will be putting on. As I
write this article it looks to be a
day time affair.

The Second Idea is a night
time observing session at
Hillcrest Park (or the like) for
people to come out and view the
brighter objects in the night sky.
Both ideas are on the table right
now, and with enough interest it
may be possible to do both.
Hopefully by meeting time I will
have more details for you.

If anyone has taken photos,
videos or drawings of comet
PanSTARRS over the past month
please bring them into the next
meeting. It would be a
interesting review of what
everyone managed to come up
with.

Brendon Roy
(Pres)
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 I have been anticipating the arrival of two
comets this year.  The first is comet PanSTARRS
(Comet C/2011 L4).  The second comet is called
ISON (Comet C/2012 S1).
 PanSTARRS is a non-periodic comet with a
period estimated of just over 100,000 years.  Its
predicted maximum brightness was for a
magnitude 0 to -1 as it passed through perihelion
(nearest the sun) in March.  It did not quite reach
this brightness as the actual peak was around
magnitude 1.0 by many other observers (and
my) estimates.  Even though the comet did not
shine as bright as predicted I found it a very
interesting object to find and track.  The lower
brightness meant that binoculars were needed
to pick it out.  Some observers informed me they
could just see it with the unaided eye as the
evening twilight faded to darkness.  I found here
in Stony Mountain that the horizon was hazy and
the comet was difficult to find until about the
third week of March.  Toward the end of March
the comet was higher in the sky and could easily
be spotted with binoculars about an hour after
sunset.

When I first located the comet I managed to
get a photo using my Canon camera and a
200mm lens as it sank deeper into the darkening
twilight.  The other image was taken on March
31 with my 80mm telescope and Canon camera
at prime focus.

The comet is fading rapidly now but I will
likely look for it when I go out on my observing
sessions over the next while.  This exercise is to
prepare for comet ISON.
   The upcoming comet ISON is anticipated to
brighten even more than PanSTARRS.  Comet
ISON is classed as a “sungrazer” meaning that
it will pass very close to the sun when it gets to
the inner solar system in November.  The intense
heating it receives from this close approach to
the sun could turn the comet into a brilliant
naked eye object.  Some predictions – and that
is what they are – say that this comet will rank
with those such as Comet Ikeya-Seki in 1965 (I
remember that one!).  Cometary brightness is
notorious for being unpredictable. Thinking of
Comet Kohoutek (1973) still brings back the
realities of the unpredictability of a comet’s
brilliance as it makes its approach to the inner
solar system and around the sun.  I hope that
ISON works out for us.  I am looking forward to

the appearance of this comet in the night skies
as it makes its appearance in November and
December.  Southern hemisphere observers were
treated to a couple of fine comet displays
(McNaught and Lovejoy) the last few years.  We
are due for a good comet performance in the
Northern Hemisphere.  Comet ISON could be it…

Comet PanSTARRS in deepening twilight

Comet PanSTARRS in telescope

Ted Bronson

Comet PanSTARRS



Membership Details
As of April 1st we have 48 members. I remind you to check your annual membership

renewal date to remain current.  There is a three month grace period after one year for
renewals to maintain an unbroken membership record.  Those members who have a current
e-mail address on file with the National Office will be sent a reminder to renew as required.
If you have any questions concerning your membership details then do not hesitate to
contact the National Office or myself.  We do not want to lose any of our members.
Membership renewals are done through the National Office either through the Internet at
www.rasc.ca or by phone toll free at 1-888-924-7272.

Bruce Miron

President          Brendon Roy   (768-5977)
Vice-President        Barney DeSousa  (767-9686)
Secretary         Andreas Buchholz (345-8553)
Treasurer         Brigitte Schaffer (475-9583)
National Rep.         Dave Gallant   (344-4353)
Past President       Bruce Miron    (345-4833)

Library           Vacant      (XXX-XXXX)
Membership         Vacant      (XXX-XXXX)
Newsletter Editor      Bruce Miron       (345-4833)
Observatory Building Project Dave Gallant   (344-4353)
Programs and Media     Vacant      (XXX-XXXX)
Webmaster         Dave Gallant   (344-4353)
Observing Chair       Doug Stuart   (577-3943)

Bruce Miron

Next Monthly Meeting May 14th

Contributions next newsletter May 5th

Next club viewing night. It’s starting to warm up. Doug will contact us.


